
   

 

5. The JPS Solo Piano Arranging System 

a. Step 1 - Intro 

 The combination of your LH and RH components is what is going to 

create the solo piano sound you’ve been looking for. The great thing is that 

these steps are structured into a “choose your adventure” chart. Meaning, 

you simply have to pick the options you want, then fill in the rest with the 

options that are available. Every option has a number of selections that go 

with it to create a classic solo piano sound.  Remember the 3 main 

components you will always need, bass note, shells, and melody.  

 

b. Step 2 – Locating melody and picking a bass note.   

1. Melody - The melody we will be using to practice arranging of our 

hands and adding harmonization between bass and melody notes will be 

the first measure of “All The Things You Are”.  

There are two things we need to recognize with our melody notes.  

We need to determine if the melody note is part of the shells to the 

chord, and if it is in a low, medium or high register. 

 

In this case our melody in fact, is a shell note. The importance of this 

will be when we begin to build our foundation of bass note, shells and 

melody. Since our melody is already one of the shells, we only need to 



   

add the other shell in when harmonizing along with the bass note. This 

will be explained in more depth later in the chapter.  

 

The importance of the register will be seen when harmonizing for both 

hands. If the melody note is rather high, such as more than an octave 

above middle C, your hands are going to be very spread out on the 

piano which will create a thin sounding voicing. We will go over ways 

to tackle melody notes in all registers.  

 

 The most important concept to remember is we always want the 

melody on top, the bass note on the bottom and the 3 & 7 somewhere in 

our voicing arrangement. 

 

 

2. Choose our bass note - The great thing about jazz is that it gives us lots 

of freedom! We can choose which octave we want to place the root in. 

For the first chord of “All the things you are” (F-7) we can place the 

root in any of the following three places (see figure 19.18): 

 

a. Option 1 – The F a tenth down from the melody note (the third F up on 

the piano) 

b. Option 2 – The second F from the bottom of the piano. 

c. Option 3 – The first F on the piano. 



   

 

 

 

 

 

c. Step 3 – Combining RH Melody, Bass Note Selection, 

and LH Component Selection. 

1. Choose your LH Component 

 

On this step we are putting our shells into the equation. This is mainly 

based off of where our bass note is that we’ve picked. Different bass 

note options will lead to certain LH selections of our 3&7 combination. 

This is mainly dependent on the register. For example, if you select a 

low bass note, our 1&3 set up will not work because it will be too 

muddy. With very low bass notes, our 1 & 7 may not work either.  See 

the options we have below for each of the three bass notes that might be 

selected for the first measure of “All The Things You Are”  

 



   

Before we begin to start combining our bass note, melody and LH 

components to create a solo piano arrangement, let’s review the LH 

component options one more time.  

 

Option 1 - Just bass note. (Our RH will be responsible for adding the 3rd 

& 7th since our LH will only be playing the bass note. This option will 

mainly be used when you choose a very low bass note below C2.)  

Option 2 - Bass note, then jump to shells. (This option will be used for 

medium to fast tunes, stride piano style or when you’re improvising. On 

slower tunes, depending upon where the melody is, you RH can play the 

shells below the melody.)  

     

 

 

Option 3 - Bass note, then jump to full chord. (This option will be used for 

medium to fast tunes, stride piano or when you’re improvising.) 



   

     

 

Option 4 - Root and 7th    - When our LH uses this option our RH will take 

the 3rd so that we ensure we have both the 3rd and 7th in our voicing. This 

option should not be used with bass notes selected below C2.  

     

 

 

 

Option 5 - Root and 3rd,(third apart) – When our LH uses this option, our RH 

will take the 7th to ensure we have both the 3rd and 7th being played.  

     

 



   

Option 6 - Root and 3rd, (tenth apart) - When our LH uses this option our RH 

will take the 7th above. 

     

 

Option 7 - Root, 7, 3rd (see figure 19.16) – With this option our RH has the 

most freedom because it can harmonize however it wants since the LH has 

the root, and shells.  

 

 

Okay great! Let’s start combining the options we have so you can learn the 

process. In this next section I’m going to show you the possible LH components 

we can use with each different bass note selection. This will help you understand 

your options when selecting a bass note.  

 

 

Top Bass Note Selected (Option 1 - The Third F up on the piano)  



   

1. Root and third– When your LH plays the root and third, your RH 

needs to add the 7th in below the melody note.  

 

 

 

2. Root and 7th – If your LH plays 1+7, your RH doesn’t need to add 

any more notes because the melody note is the 3rd. This gives us the 

root, 3rd and 7th.    

 



   

Middle Bass Note Selected (Option 2 - The Second F from the bottom of 

the piano) 

a. Root and 7th - Your LH can play the root and 7thstarting on the second F 

from the bottom of the piano, but due to the register this can sound muddy.  

Your RH has some room to add the shells below the melody. (see figure 

19.21) 

     Figure 19.2 

b. Root, 7 & 3 – This is the perfect root position to use our root 7 3 voicing. 

This voicing spreads the harmonies just right to give you a rich and 

beautiful sound. If you cannot reach the tenth, simply roll to the shells 

quickly by playing the bass note with your pinky first, then jump to the 

shells.  



   

 

 

 

 

 

c. Just the bass note – The root is low enough so we can play the bass note 

while our RH adds the shells below the melody. (see figure 19.22) 

     Figure 19.22 

 

d. Bass note to shells – Your left hand can also play the bass note, and then 

play shells while the RH plays the melody. (see figure 19.23) 



   

     Figure 19.23 

 

e. Bass note to rootless voicing or inversion- The bass note can jump to a 

rootless voicing or inversion. (see figure 19.24) 

     Figure 19.24 

 

 

 



   

 

 

 

 

 

Bottom Bass Note Selected (Option 3 - The First F on the piano) – This 

bass note is so low that we can’t play 1 +7 or 1+3 (tenth apart) because it 

would sound so muddy. 

 

 

1. Bass Note alone – LH plays the bass note alone, RH voices the shells 

underneath the melody. (see figure 19.25)  

 

 

 

 

 



   

2. Bass alone then jumps to shells. 

     

 

3. Bass note alone, then chord.  

      

 



   

 

d. Step 4 – Adding RH harmonization (Shell Melody Note) 

When choosing a RH harmonization remember that the space your RH has 

to harmonize will be determined by the option your LH chooses. If you play 

a low bass note, your RH will have lots of room to fill below the melody 

with our harmonization options. Likewise, if you choose a LH component 

that takes care of the shells, your RH will also be free to harmonize as you 

wish below the melody.  

 

 

 

Our harmonization options consist of the list below. 

1. Shells unless they are already being played. Most likely they are if 

you’ve followed the previous steps 

2. Root and 5th – Decide if you want to fill with root and 5th option.  

3. Extensions – To come in next chapter.  

 

 

Top Bass Note Selected (Option 1 - The Third F up on the piano)  

 

1. LH Root and third– Your RH is very limited with the bass note this 

high up. After we add the 7th in, we can add the fifth and root as well 

to build a thick voicing.  



   

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Root and 7th – If we only play root and 7th in our LH, we have the 

choice of adding the fifth in with our LH, we can just add the root in 

with our RH below the melody, or both.  

 

  

 



   

Middle Bass Note Selected (Option 2 - The Second F from the bottom of 

the piano) 

1. Root and 7th -  Having a lower bass note gives us some more wiggle 

room for harmonization. When our LH plays 1 & 7 in this range our 

RH as the options of doubling the melody and adding the 3rd. We 

can also add the 5th, 7th and root above that in any combination we 

wish.  

 

2. Root, 7 & 3 – This LH component is more useful in harmonization 

when the top melody note isn’t the 3rd so that we free our RH up to 

harmonize as we please. In this case adding the 3rd in our LH is 

simply doubling the melody which is also effective and can be an 

added texture, but also not necessary.  Our RH is now free to add the 

5th and root underneath the melody.  



   

 

 

3. Just the bass note – When our LH plays the bass note by itself, our 

RH is responsible for doing everything. As always we need to add 

the shells first. In situations like these, where the melody is the 3rd of 

the chord, we can add the 7th in, then we’re free to harmonize 

however we please with our root and 5th or neither.  

 

 

4. Bass note to shells – When using this option for our LH component I 

recommend playing your RH harmonization at the same time as you 

play the LH shells. Although both are possible, personally, this is 

what I believe sounds best. Remember, you may be able to pick 



   

either of the two shell arrangements to jump to depending upon the 

bass note you pick and where the melody is.  

 

      

5. Bass note to rootless voicing or inversion- This option isn’t much of 

an arranging option since your LH is providing everything. Adding 

more to the chord with your RH can be used for thickening 

purposes.    

 

Bottom Bass Note Selected (Option 3 - The First F on the piano) – This 

bass note is so low that we can’t play 1 +7 or 1+3 (tenth apart) because it 

would sound so muddy. 

 

 



   

1. Bass Note alone – With the bass note being so low in this option, we need to 

voice all of our harmonizations underneath the melody in our RH after 

adding the necessary shell notes 

 

2. Bass alone then jumps to shells - This option is the same as the previous 

bass note then shells but we are playing a lower bass note to start out with.  

   

 

 

 

 



   

3. Bass note alone, then chord – This method also stays the same as before.  

 

 

 

e. Step 5 – Non Shell Melody Note Format 

 

When harmonizing non shell notes are same general harmonization rules 

apply with a couple of situations to take note of.  

 

1. Melody is root or 5th -  In this situation the only decision you have to make 

is whether or not you’ll want to double the root or 5th in the melody in your 

harmonization. Sometimes this can be too many chord tones for one 

arrangement. But if you like the sound of it…go for it! 

 

 

My Romance Example -  The first melody note in the first measure is the 

fifth of the chord.  

 



   

In this section I’m going to walk you through how to use the system when 

the melody is a non-chord tone using the first measure of “My Romance”. 

 

Bass Note Option – The process of your bass note selection will not 

change depending upon the melody being a shell note or non-shell note.  

 

 

Here are the three Bb bass notes we have available.  

 

One quick note to point out is that the 4th Bb up is not an option because 

there is not enough room to fit everything between the melody on top and 

the bass note.  

     

 

 

 

 



   

Choose LH Component 

 

The main difference when choosing our LH component when our RH 

has a non-shell note is we must be sure we have both the 3 & 7 in our 

arrangement somewhere. Our melody note was the 3rd before so we 

only had to be conscious of getting the 7 in. Now that our melody note 

is the fifth, we need to make sure we get both the 3 & 7 in. Most of the 

time with the melody being the root or 5th we’re looking more to add in 

the shells rather than try and add in harmonizations with the root and 

5th as you’ll see in the examples below.   

 

You’ll also see as a general rule, that when the melody is the fifth, your 

RH will sound best by taking the shells itself, underneath the melody.  

 

 

Top Bass Note Selected (Option 1 - The Third Bb up on the piano)  

 

There are a couple of options that aren’t best with this bass note and melody. 

Those being, root and 3rd, root and 3rd a tenth apart, and bass note by itself.  

 

1. Root and 7th – This is a great option to use to spread the voicing out. 

With this LH component your RH will take the 3rd to complete the 

shells. With this arrangement we have one option to add the root if 

you want to thicken up the voicing.   



   

 

 

2. Root and 3rd Tenth Apart– This doesn’t make sense here because we 

still need to add the 7th in somewhere. If our LH is going to play root 

and 3rd a tenth apart, we might as well play the bass note then jump 

to the shells.  

 

 

 

3. Root 7, 3 – This is the same as the last option except more stress in 

your LH. When possible, allow your RH to help out by playing the 

remaining shell you need. In this case the 3rd.  Having your LH take 

care of the bass note and shells will become more important when 

we add in extensions later.   

 

 

 



   

 

4. Root to shells – Since the melody note is so close to the shells, 

you’re LH would fill in the harmonization of the root if you wanted 

to add it in.   

 

 

5. Root to chord – This option works as well but still doesn’t make 

much sense unless we are playing stride or improvising as our RH is 

totally free to help with the playing of the shells underneath the 

melody.  

 



   

6. Bass note alone – This is a good option for simplicity. Our RH plays 

the shells below the melody and can add one harmonization in as 

well while the LH plays the root. 

 

 

 

 

 

Middle Bass Note Selected (Option 2 - The Second Bb from the bottom of 

the piano) 

 

This bass note gives us most options but more importantly a richer and lower 

end texture to fill the balance of our solo piano arrangement.  

 

 



   

1. Bass note alone – This is a nice option for a richer low end texture. Our RH 

will take the shells underneath the melody.   

 

 

2. Bass note to shells – With a slow tune like “My Romance”, unless you’re 

playing a stride style or improvising I wouldn’t recommend this only 

because it is easier physically to play the melody and harmonize the shells 

underneath with your RH. Why let your LH do all the work? 

 

 

  

 



   

3. Bass note to chord – Same thing applies here as above.  

 

 

 

4. Root and 7th – Our bass note is below C2, so I would not recommend using 

this LH component as the 7th interval is too muddy at this low end register.  

 

5. Root and 3rd – As in the above example, the bass note is too low to utilize 

this LH component.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

6. Root and 3rd Tenth apart – This is a nice choice if you can reach or roll. 

We’d then put the 7th under the melody in our RH, then add harmonization 

options.   

 

 

7. Root, 7, 3 – This is another choice for rolling which would allow for more 

harmonization options in the RH. 

 

     

 

 

 



   

Bottom Bass Note Selected (Option 3 - The First Bb on the piano)  

 

With this bass note being so low we obviously cannot play 1 & 3 ,  1 & 7 or 

1,7,3 . All of our other options available.  

 

Bass Note alone – LH plays the bass note alone, RH voices the shells 

underneath the melody.  

 

 

Bass note to shells  



   

 

Bass note to chord 

  

 

 

2. The melody is an extension – When the melody is an extension you want 

to be careful of not harmonizing the root or the 5th that is a half step from 

the melody note extensions. For example, if the melody note is a b9, you 

would not want to harmonize the root directly underneath the melody or 

even an octave below. The root would only be played as the bass note.  

 

 

 If the melody note was a b13, you would not want to harmonize the fifth 

 directly underneath the melody note to avoid the half step clash.   

    

 As you’ll begin to notice in most jazz standards, the melody lands 99% of 

 the time on chord tones and not extensions. I’ve created a couple of 

 examples of a melody note being the 13 that you can view below.  



   

  

 Our process is exactly the same as before except we will have more options 

 to add in the fifth since our melody is NOT the fifth anymore.  

 

  

f. Step 6 – Assessing the movement of melodies and 

when to harmonize.  

During a melody that is very active we want to harmonize less. When 

a melody is less active, we can harmonize more and utilize our fill in 

the space tools more that are coming in the later chapters. 

 

Most of the time you’ll harmonize less with medium to fast tunes, and 

harmonize more with medium to slow tunes.   

 

In slower tunes there may be times when you’re questioning whether 

or not to harmonize and what you should do instead. You want to 

focus your harmonizations on spots in the melody that feel stationary, 

or have long notes. Whether or not you have the opportunity to add 

some more color and harmonization in will always depend on the 

movement of the melody. If the melody is very busy then you won’t 

be harmonizing much with both hands.  

 

1. Beginning of the measure – Most of the time you’ll want to create a 

harmonization at the beginner of each measure. This is always a 



   

stationary point in harmony that you can take the opportunity to add 

some color. If the melody happens to be moving a lot at the beginning 

of a certain measure, then simply wait until it resolves. 

 

2. When the chord changes – Usually when chords change you will also 

have the opportunity to harmonize.  

 

3. Long notes such as half notes or whole notes – This is always a great 

spot to harmonize because the melody is staying in one spot.  

 

4. What to do when you can’t harmonize – During the times when the 

melody is moving a lot, all we need to do is utilize one of our LH 

components that takes care of the root, 3rd and 7th. This would be 

either 1,7,3, bass note to shells, or bass note to chord. This will be 

explained more in detail further in the system.  

 

5. While harmonizing we also need be careful of melody movements 

into harmonization. If a melody is moving rather fast or with some 

eighth notes and we choose to voice the down beat with a 5 note chord 

in our RH, it’s going to be difficult to accurately play that.  

 

 

 

g. Step 7 - Conclusion 

Here is the flow chart for the arranging system we’ve learned today. 



   

 

1. Look at where your melody is 

2. Pick a bass note option 

3. Fill in your LH Components and make sure both shells are in the 

voicing either all in your LH or divided between LH and RH. 

4. Fill in your harmonization in you RH  

a. Roots and 5ths 

b. Extensions 

c. Both 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


